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Exploring the ‘Dahlgren’ Outside the Fence
By Ed Jones
Our museum focuses on more than the
science and technology that has made the base
"one of the crown jewels of national defense."
For more than a century, the base has had a
monumental impact on the Dahlgren
communities outside the fence. The stories of
those communities, past and present, are part
of our mission. That's why we have begun work
on two programs that will shed new light on the
Dahlgren communities surrounding the base..
We are working with CAPT Casey Plew, the
CO of the Naval Surface Warfare Center
Dahlgren Division, and his staff on a program
about how Dahlgren's largest and oldest
command impacts the "ecosystem" of the
surrounding communities. It promises to be an
insightful look into the future. -Fence Continues

Dahlgren Museum Talks on YouTube
Welcome to the launch of our new series of digital
presentations titled "Dahlgren Museum Talks." In the
coming months, we'll be offering an array of talks
about interesting facets of Dahlgren history, some
from presentations in the past and some that are
brand-new.
We begin with the video of "The Navy Comes to
Dahlgren," one of our most popular forums at the
University of Mary Washington, Dahlgren Campus. It
was offered in September of 2016, and featured as
panelists longtime Dahlgren residents Brucie
Gouldthorpe and the late Marybelle Ashton, as well
as renowned King George historian Elizabeth Lee.
They talk about the Dahlgren that existed before and
shortly after the Navy established the base in 1918.
Their presentations made for a memorable evening.

Marybelle Ashton and her son, Johnny, share
a laugh at the 2016 forum. Click HERE to
view the video.
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-Fence Continued
And, with a glance to the past, we have invited
the Ralph Bunche Alumni Association and the King
George Historical Society to work with us on a
follow-up effort to the warmly received forum we
offered last year on "Seized Land" -- the
opportunities and challenges that came from the
Navy's need for land to test guns a century ago and
its later need for additional property in the late
1930s. The Navy's needs impacted the farmers and
fisherman who lived in this remote area before
the military arrived, as well as an African American
community that had to be literally moved when the
base expanded in the late '30s.
Look for more information to come on these two
important projects.

Dahlgren Details

Newsletter Named!

Event Highlight

-Trivia for Those In the Know
TRUE OR FALSE
In the 1940s, Dahlgren re-entered the atomic
weapons business by hosting a top-secret project
called ELSIE that involved firing devices into
concrete targets as a simulation for dropping
them from 50,000 feet.
TRUE: Wesley Meyers headed the project.
Marines offered security 24/7. When the station
fire chief said he wanted to inspect the facility, he
was told that "if it caught on fire to watch it burn
and not let the fire spread."

• Thank you to all who contributed to the naming
contest! Entries included outstanding names like
Dahlgren Heritage Newsletter, Naval View from
the Northern Neck, The Dahlgren Heritage
Museum Recorder, the GURF Post (Guns Up
Ready to Fire).
• After an arduous selection process, the Museum
Brass selected Dahlgren Heritage Deck Log.
• Jon Dachos is our contest winner; tune in next
month for his member profile!

•
•
•
•

• The Mystery Dinner Theater is Oct. 16
from 6-9 p.m. at the King George Citizens
Center… tickets go on sale soon!

• For more information about Dahlgren
Heritage Museum events, click here.

Join Our Crew! Click here.
To make a tax deductible donation, click here.
Visit us on the web: www.dahlgrenmuseum.org
Visit us on Facebook
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